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Legal Aid Foundation of Los Angeles attorney Barbara Schultz, Los 
Angeles Community Action Network, former AIDS Healthcare Foundation 
employee Karla Leiva, and Ernest Cornish have repeatedly attacked AIDS 
Healthcare Foundation. They have disrupted AHF’s lifesaving work to 
urgently address Los Angeles’ homelessness crisis – and show no signs of 
letting up. As a result, AHF has no choice but to release a report that 
exposes the personal agendas and sordid histories of Schultz, LACAN, 
Leiva, and Cornish.
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AIDS Healthcare Foundation holds a groundbreaking ceremony for the construction of a 
new affordable-housing project in Downtown L.A.
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In 2017, AIDS Healthcare Foundation established Healthy Housing 
Foundation (HHF), a housing provider division, and Housing Is A Human 
Right, a housing advocacy division. Based in Los Angeles, AHF saw the 
human suffering caused by the housing affordability and homelessness 
crises, which were impacting AHF clients. Once a housing provider for 
terminally ill AIDS patients, AHF decided to return to its roots and provide 
low-income and homeless housing through the adaptive reuse of old 
hotels and motels in the L.A. area. Healthy Housing Foundation would 
manage the properties.


It has been an incredible success. While the city of L.A. struggled to 
quickly build homeless housing, AHF and HHF created nearly 1,200 units 
of low-income and homeless housing in only four years at such hotels as 
the King Edward, Baltimore, and Madison in Downtown L.A. Recently, AHF 
held a groundbreaking ceremony in Downtown L.A. for the construction of 
a new affordable-housing project, which will provide 216 units for low-
income and unhoused residents. Schultz, Leiva with help from LACAN, 
and Cornish now threaten to undermine AHF’s important work.


Schultz and crew have forced AHF and HHF to devote time and resources 
on responding to their harmful actions rather than focus on addressing 
L.A.’s homelessness crisis – a humanitarian catastrophe that’s caused the 
deaths of hundreds of unhoused residents in L.A. every year. In other 
words, Schultz, Leiva, LACAN, and Cornish are not only harming AHF and 
HHF, but they are also hurting the lower-income and unhoused residents 
who benefit from AHF and HHF’s work.
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What’s driving this damaging behavior? In our report, we detail Schultz’s 
apparent quest to win a big payday from AHF – LACAN, where Schultz has 
been a longtime board director, may also benefit. In addition, the attorney 
and LACAN appear to be using Leiva for their personal gain. And Schultz 
is empowering Cornish, a tenant at HHF’s King Edward Hotel who has a 
history of making violent threats and receiving restraining orders. 


For her part, Leiva is a disgruntled former employee who appears to have 
a vendetta against AHF and wants to win a workers’ compensation 
settlement from the organization. She appears to be manipulating Cornish 
for her personal agenda. 


And Cornish is a man who seems to relish causing trouble for others.  


AHF and HHF have long track records of helping underserved populations 
in Los Angeles and, in AHF’s case, around the world. AHF, the world’s 
largest HIV/AIDS medical-care nonprofit, serves more than 1.6 million 
patients in 45 countries, including South Africa, Uganda, China, 
Cambodia, Estonia, Russia, and the United States. AHF, in fact, brought 
free HIV drug treatment to dying South Africans against the wishes of the 
South African government, and has subsequently saved countless lives.


AHF, which sent a letter to Legal Aid Foundation in an effort to resolve the 
situation but never received a reply, can no longer allow Schultz, LACAN, 
Leiva, and Cornish to harm its critical housing work. Lives literally hang in 
the balance. Our report lays out the connections between these parties 
and what they stand to gain by attacking AHF.
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Part One: Barbara Schultz 

Barbara Schultz is the director of housing justice at the Legal Aid 
Foundation of Los Angeles. She has represented Los Angeles Community 
Action Network in lawsuits against landlords, and, as a trustee attorney of 
an affordable-housing lawsuit settlement (called the Wiggins Settlement 
Agreement), she has a history of making questionable deals that include 
massive payments to Legal Aid Foundation and LA Community Action 
Network. Schultz currently appears to be targeting AIDS Healthcare 
Foundation for financial gain. In the process, she has become a major 
disruptor of AHF’s lifesaving work to help low-income and unhoused 
residents.

 

Schultz has been a longtime board member of LA Community Action 
Network, a housing and homelessness advocacy group in Downtown Los 
Angeles. According to LACAN’s 990 tax forms between 2003 and 2019, 
Schultz has been a board director that entire time. She has a long history 
of representing LACAN in lawsuits.

 

Employing a kind of model of operation, LACAN members go into 
residential hotels in Downtown Los Angeles to speak with tenants about 
their rights. That work routinely results in legal complaints against a 
landlord and a lawsuit, with LACAN receiving a payment settlement. It was 
a way to regularly generate revenue.
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In 2004, for example, LACAN worked with residents at the Bristol Hotel in 
Downtown L.A., which resulted in a lawsuit filed by Schultz against the 
owner. In 2006, that lawsuit was settled, with LACAN receiving a sizable 
payment of $20,205, according to LACAN’s 2005/2006 tax form. In 2007, 
according to the L.A. Times, LACAN approached residents at the 
Alexandria Hotel in Downtown L.A. and eventually pursued a federal 
lawsuit against the hotel and the city of L.A. The lawsuit was handled by 
Barbara Schultz, who won a settlement in 2009. In its 2008/2009 tax form, 
LACAN reported receiving a “lawsuit settlement” of $51,000.

 

Since 2006, Schultz has also been the trustee attorney of the Wiggins 
Settlement Agreement, which was the result of a lawsuit that Schultz had 
filed against the Community Redevelopment Agency/Los Angeles (CRA/
LA) and others. According to annual reports by the CRA/LA, the Wiggins 
Settlement Agreement's “overarching goal” is to preserve existing 
affordable housing for low-income residents in Downtown L.A. Over the 
years, however, Schultz has turned this agreement, which is supposed to 
help L.A.'s most vulnerable residents, into an economic boon for Legal Aid 
Foundation and LACAN.

 

Through the Wiggins Settlement Agreement, Schultz forced CRA/LA to 
create a “Job Training Trust Fund.” Schultz then got CRA/LA to place $2.5 
million into the fund, and, behind closed doors, she held talks with CRA/
LA to figure out who would get that cash. 

 

In the end, Legal Aid Foundation and LACAN received the bulk of the $2.5 
million. Legal Aid Foundation grabbed a $707,000 grant for a new 
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headquarters in Downtown L.A. LACAN hauled in three grants, adding up 
to $1,089,808 for its new building. That's an eye-popping take of 
$1,796,808 for Legal Aid Foundation and LACAN. Put another way, Legal 
Aid Foundation and LACAN took 72 percent of the $2.5 million in the Job 
Training Trust Fund to build new offices.

 

In addition, according to an annual report by the CRA/LA, Legal Aid 
Foundation and Schultz made a deal, in 2017, with Onni Group, a major 
developer that was the owner of the Havana Hotel in Downtown L.A. Onni 
Group wanted to renovate the hotel, and agreed to make four payments 
totaling $1 million to the Jerome Wiggins Memorial Justice Fund, which is 
administered by the Legal Aid Foundation. The CRA/LA noted the result of 
the deal was the permanent loss of 36 affordable units at the Havana Hotel 
and, importantly for Onni Group, the property “will no longer be subject to 
the Wiggins Settlement Agreement.” Onni, in other words, paid Legal Aid 
Foundation and Schultz to get out of the developer’s hair.

 

Schultz now appears to be scheming to shake down AIDS Healthcare 
Foundation, a global nonprofit that's spent millions purchasing and 
renovating old hotels in Downtown L.A. to house low-income and 
unhoused residents. AHF generates hundreds of millions in annual revenue 
through a pharmacy division so the nonprofit can provide free HIV drug 
treatment in poor nations around the world, and several of AHF’s 
residential hotels are located in the area covered by the Wiggins 
Settlement Agreement.
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Following the same money-making scheme used by LACAN and Schultz 
in the past to file lawsuits against landlords and then receive settlement 
payments, Schultz is currently representing a so-called tenant rights group 
known as Stand for Housing Justice. It appears to be merely a front group 
to attack and shake down AHF.

 

Even more disturbing, Schultz is utilizing a disgruntled former AHF 
employee and empowering a problematic AHF tenant in her money-
making scheme. 

 

Karla Leiva is the leader of Stand for Housing Justice and a former AHF 
staffer who was fired for violating her leave of absence and the 
organization’s employee policies. Leiva is also seeking to win a workers’ 
compensation claim from AHF. Fueled by her own personal agenda, Leiva 
has been harassing AHF by holding protests at AHF’s King Edward Hotel 
and at a recent groundbreaking for a new affordable-housing project next 
to AHF’s Madison Hotel. At both protests, Leiva exhibited alarming 
behavior, yelling obscenities into a bullhorn.

 

Another SFHJ “member” is Ernest Cornish, a problematic tenant at AHF’s 
King Edward Hotel. Cornish has a history of receiving restraint orders after 
making violent threats against people, including children; harassing AHF 
employees; and threatening to hire a hitman to kill an AHF security guard. 
Cornish teamed up with Leiva to hold the protest at the King Edward Hotel 
in July 2021. Yet Schultz is empowering Cornish by attempting to 
empower SFHJ.
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To make matters more suspect, LACAN, where Schultz has been a 
longtime board director, took part in Leiva’s protest at the King Edward 
Hotel. LACAN deputy director Steve Diaz and staff member Elliot Katz 
both attended and took part in that July 2021 protest, helping Leiva. 

 

Beyond the money-making scheme, Schultz’s insistence that “members” 
of Stand for Housing Justice must be allowed into AHF’s residential hotels 
is highly irresponsible. Leiva is an angry former AHF employee who 
appears to seek revenge for her firing and exhibits troubling behavior. 
Allowing Leiva to enter AHF’s properties would clearly put the safety of 
AHF residents at risk. 

 

Schultz doesn't care about the good AHF is doing and is willing to be a 
major disruptor of AHF’s lifesaving work. In her quest for a big payday 
from AHF, Schultz is willing to do anything and use anyone to get what she 
wants.
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Part Two: Karla Leiva 

Karla Leiva is a former employee of Healthy Housing Foundation (HHF), 
the housing provider division of AIDS Healthcare Foundation. HHF 
manages AHF’s residential hotels, which provide affordable housing to 
low-income and unhoused residents. In 2021, Leiva was fired for violating 
her leave of absence and AHF’s employee policies, and continues to try to 
win a workers’ compensation claim from AHF. Since then, Leiva has 
furiously sought revenge, harassing AHF by leading Stand for Housing 
Justice. Her behavior, fueled by a personal vendetta, has been a threat to 
the safety of AHF employees and tenants. Leiva has become a disruptor of 
AHF’s lifesaving work to house low-income and homeless residents. Her 
actions have not only harmed AHF, but also the people that AHF serves.


In response to Los Angeles’s worsening homelessness crisis, AHF decided 
to return to its roots and become a housing provider – in the late 1980s 
and into the 1990s, AHF provided housing to terminally ill AIDS patients. 
For more than 30 years, by creating and implementing cutting-edge 
programs, AHF has been a leader in providing HIV drug treatment and 
prevention in the U.S. and dozens of poor countries around the globe. AHF 
has literally saved millions of lives. 


In 2017, AHF decided to address L.A.’s homelessness crisis by utilizing its 
decades-worth of experience, and cutting-edge methods, as an highly 
effective problem solver. As a result, AHF created a specific housing model 
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that focused on quickly producing more affordable housing, and then 
swiftly moving lower-income and unhoused residents into that housing. 


But to quickly produce a lot of housing, AHF had to make specific choices 
– as a nonprofit serving people around the world, the organization must be 
smart and precise about its spending. As a result, AHF decided to devote 
financial resources to provide shelter, first and foremost, by purchasing 
and renovating residential hotels. Costs would spiral out of control if AHF 
also provided services, such as mental health services. 


Instead, as an effective cost-saving measure, AHF allowed outside 
contractors to provide services to its tenants. AHF could then spend more 
money on purchasing more hotels so more people could be housed. For 
AHF, getting people off the streets, where hundreds of homeless people 
have died every year in L.A., was the top priority. AHF has always been 
publicly transparent about its housing model.


In addition, AHF wanted to create a cost-effective model that governments 
and organizations could replicate so they could more quickly build 
affordable and homeless housing and give people shelter. Allowing outside 
contractors to handle services was a key aspect of AHF’s model.


Since 2017, AHF has bought numerous hotels and motels in the L.A. area 
and produced nearly 1,200 units of low-income and homeless housing. 
AHF’s housing work has been enormously successful, saving lives and 
putting pressure on the city of L.A. to improve its botched handling of the 
homelessness crisis. Enter Karla Leiva.
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Leiva was hired by AHF in 2019 to work at Healthy Housing Foundation. 
She was in her late twenties, and didn’t have AHF’s decades-long 
experience as a problem solver and didn’t have the full knowledge of 
AHF’s global work and its financial responsibilities. Regardless, during her 
time of employment, Leiva eventually decided AHF’s housing model 
wasn’t for her. 


Even when the housing model and its goals were explained to her, Leiva 
believed she knew better than AHF, a global organization that’s saved 
millions of lives through smart and thoughtful programs. She made 
unreasonable demands on AHF to change its housing model and became 
a defiant employee, setting herself on a path to be fired.


Leiva could have quit and found work at a different organization that better 
aligned with her beliefs on how to address the homelessness crisis. It’s the 
type of thing that most people do, but not Leiva. Perhaps sensing she was 
going to be fired and lose income, Leiva filed a workers’ compensation 
claim, in 2021, with AHF for stress and anxiety. That claim, however, was 
unsubstantiated and therefore denied by AHF and its insurance company 
that handles such claims. 


Leiva still wouldn’t leave respectfully and ethically. She kept trying to work 
the system, filing for a leave of absence due to health reasons while she 
fought to reverse the workers’ compensation denial. For the leave of 
absence, she was expected to stay away from work and rest and recover 
to improve her health.
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Yet perhaps incensed that things weren’t going her way, Leiva took her 
dispute with AHF to another level – she organized a protest outside the 
King Edward Hotel in July 2021 and formed the front group Stand for 
Housing Justice, which hosted an anti-AHF website and social media 
accounts. 


Leiva also recruited Ernest Cornish, a problematic tenant at the King 
Edward Hotel who has threatened and harassed AHF employees and has 
a history of disturbing behavior and receiving multiple restraining orders, to 
be a “member” of Stand for Housing Justice. Leiva didn’t care about 
Cornish’s past. She just needed someone to help carry out her personal 
vendetta against AHF.


At the King Edward Hotel protest, Leiva was joined by Cornish and yelled 
into a bullhorn, screaming at the building and disrupting the lives of 
tenants inside the hotel. At one point, she screamed “Fuck You!” into the 
bullhorn in the direction of the King Edward Hotel. Staff members of LA 
Community Action Network participated in the protest. Leiva was doing all 
this while she was still under the employment of AHF – and while she was 
supposed to rest and stay away from work. 


In the end, Leiva’s organization of the protest, and vigorous participation in 
it, showed a robust health, and that she essentially falsified her disability 
claim for the leave of absence. Soon after, AHF determined that Leiva was 
dishonest about her need for a leave of absence and that she violated 
AHF’s employee policies. She was fired.
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Leiva continued her bizarre behavior. In December 2021, she precipitated 
a confrontation while going into AHF’s Madison Hotel against visitation 
rules she knew about, desperate to find tenants to talk to. She was clearly 
trying to recruit more people to carry out her personal agenda. 


Leiva also held a protest in January 2022 at an AHF groundbreaking 
ceremony, which unveiled AHF’s project to construct a new affordable-
housing building that will provide 216 units to lower-income and unhoused 
residents. Using a bullhorn again, Leiva shouted profanities at AHF staff 
members and elected officials and dog feces was thrown. Leiva’s behavior 
was becoming more and more unsettling.


Schultz and LACAN now appear to be manipulating Leiva’s outrage, and 
it’s no coincidence that longtime LACAN board director Barbara Schultz 
and LACAN staff members are working directly with Leiva. They are 
obviously scheming to go after AHF.


In the end, Leiva has disrupted AHF’s lifesaving work, forcing the 
organization to spend time, energy, and resources on dealing with her 
bizarre, vengeful behavior, which has nothing to do with helping the most 
vulnerable. For Leiva, it’s only about her personal agenda and getting even 
with AHF.
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Part Three: Ernest Cornish 

Ernest Cornish is a “member” of Stand for Housing Justice and a 
problematic tenant at the King Edward Hotel, a residential hotel owned by 
AIDS Healthcare Foundation. He has a history of making violent threats 
against people, including children, and has been subjected to multiple 
restraining orders. He’s also threatened and harassed AHF employees. 
Cornish seems to relish threatening people and scaring them. He’s now 
being empowered by Karla Leiva and Barbara Schultz – both of whom are 
essentially shaking down AHF for financial gain. As a result, Cornish has 
disrupted AHF’s lifesaving work to house low-income and unhoused 
residents.


Cornish has a troubling history of disturbing behavior. According to court 
documents, he has been served multiple restraining orders for making 
violent threats or unceasing harassment. 


In 2003, Cornish repeatedly threatened to burn the house down of a 
mother and her children and said he would hire a hitman to kill the family, 
according to a court document. His threats were so upsetting that the 
mother’s four-year-old child constantly made sure that the doors of the 
family’s home were locked and had trouble sleeping at night. Cornish 
routinely called the home and made threats and derogatory remarks. The 
mother and her family were scared and believed Cornish would follow 
through on his threats. A judge hit him with a restraining order.
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Also in 2003, according to another court document, Cornish threatened to 
burn the house down of another mother and her family, and again said he 
would hire a hitman to kill everyone. He constantly called and sent emails 
to the woman, and said derogatory remarks to the woman’s children. One 
of the children, stated the mother, had been especially harmed mentally by 
the harassment. A judge served Cornish with a second restraining order. 
According to the document, Cornish admitted in court that he is a sick 
man.


In 2021, Cornish made similar threats against AHF employees and 
harassed them. In addition to constantly texting and calling an employee, 
Cornish threatened to hire a hitman to kill an AHF security guard. He also 
publicly shared the personal contact information of another AHF 
employee, and went on social media to say AHF employees murdered a 
tenant – using the tragic situation of a tenant who had died from a 
longtime addiction for his own agenda to tarnish AHF’s reputation. Cornish 
was served with two separate restraining orders to protect AHF 
employees. 


In total, since 2003, Cornish has been served with four restraining orders.


Yet with this alarming track record, Cornish was still recruited by Karla 
Leiva to be a “member” of Stand for Housing Justice and take part in the 
July 2021 protest at the King Edward Hotel. Despite the fact that Cornish 
had threatened mothers and children and AHF employees, Leiva decided 
to empower Cornish by giving him a platform so she could carry out her 
own plan of revenge against AHF.
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Incredibly, Barbara Schultz is also empowering Cornish – a man who 
described himself as sick and threatened to burn families’ homes down 
and hire hitmen to kill them – by attempting to empower the front group 
Stand for Housing Justice.


All in all, Schultz, LACAN, Leiva, and Cornish have been consumed by 
their personal agendas, giving no thought to their negative impact on 
AHF’s work and the tenants they serve. While AHF is trying to do the right 
thing for lower-income and unhoused individuals, Schultz, LACAN, Leiva, 
and Cornish are only thinking about themselves.
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